fancied himself a sculptor and baritone singer, but he earned his living (and early retirement) by taking over the family business, Coxeter & Son, manufacturing surgical instruments and devising a mechanism that anaesthetized surgical patients with a continuous flow of oxygen and laughing gas (nitrous oxide). Coxeter's mother, Lucy Gee, was a portrait and landscape painter who had attended the Royal Academy of Arts. One of the earliest portraits of Coxeter captures him at three years old, dressed in a frilly collared shirt and knickerbockers, with a swag of blonde curls, and seated at a grand piano with his feet nowhere near the floor. Coxeter reckoned that his hands were not playing but smacking the keys as he posed for his mother, whose portrait of her son in this position now resides with his alma mater, Trinity College, Cambridge.
The renowned mathematics teacher Alan Robson at Marlborough College agreed to take Coxeter on, teaching him during his spare period (the school would not admit a boy as old as 16) . As far as marks went, when Coxeter began with Robson, he ranked at the bottom among all his students. Coxeter was obsessed with the fourth dimension (having read Hinton's book on the subject (Hinton 1904) ) but was dismally behind on the basics. To correct the imbalance, Robson insisted that Coxeter focus on his deficiencies. He forbade him from thinking in the fourth dimension, except on Sundays. Coxeter wrote the Cambridge entrance exams in 1925, after one year of study with Robson, and was accepted at King's College. But Robson felt he could do better-mathematics at Trinity College was unmatchable. After another year of cramming with Robson, he took the exam a second time and won an entrance scholarship to Trinity College.
CAMBRIDGE AND PRINCETON
Coxeter's career at Cambridge began during the Michaelmas term of 1926, and with two good omens. Robson had suggested that Coxeter submit to the Mathematical Gazette his work evaluating the volume of a spherical tetrahedron, which led him to some definite integrals. In volume 13 Coxeter proposed: 'Can any reader give an elementary verification of the results which have been suggested by a geometrical consideration and verified graphically?' (1)*. With his query dangling in the mathematical ether, Coxeter marched off to Trinity, bolstered by a substantial supply of homemade marzipan from his mother, and took up residence in room G9 of Whewell's Court. What could be better, in the wildest dreams of a fresher in mathematics, to then receive a response to his Gazette query. It arrived as a registered letter, from none other than G. H. Hardy FRS, the greatest mathematician in all of England, then at Oxford. 'I tried very hard not to spend time on your integrals', Hardy scribbled in the margin alongside pages of calculations, 'but to me the challenge of a definite integral is irresistible'.
Also that autumn, John Petrie made frequent visits to Cambridge (Petrie was studying at University College London), and the two chums continued their pastime of contemplating new geometric shapes. During one visit, they generalized the concept of a regular skew polygon to that of a regular skew polyhedron. Petrie discovered two new infinite polyhedra with faces arranged in a skew formation; that is, the vertex-figures of the new polyhedra are allowed to be skew polygons. After being told about this, Coxeter, then aged 19 years, discovered the only remaining possible such polyhedron (with six hexagons bound at each vertex). These entities are now known as the Coxeter-Petrie polyhedra (8) (figure 1; and photographs of Coxeter's wooden models of the skew polyhedra can be found in (8), p. 34). This line of investigation was furthered by Grünbaum, when he allowed both the faces and the vertex-figure to be skew, planar or even infinite polygons (Grünbaum 1977) . He discovered all such polyhedra except one. The final one was discovered by Dress, who completed the classification in early 1980s (Dress 1981 (Dress , 1985 . Another generalization was proposed by J. R. Gott III, who also adopted a slightly less stringent criterion of regularity and thus discovered four more polyhedra, which he called pseudopolyhedra (Gott 1967 ). Gott, an astrophysicist at Princeton, subsequently applied his work with the 'regular sponges' in a theory on the interior structure within the universe (Gott et al. 1986 ).
Coxeter's director of studies at Trinity was John E. Littlewood FRS. All indications are that Coxeter put his nose to the grindstone and embraced the rigours of his course load-analysis from Littlewood himself, S. Pollard, and Abram S. Besicovitch (ForMemRS 1934), analytic geometry from P. W. Wood, projective geometry from Herbert Richmond FRS and Thomas Room (FRS 1941) , topology from Max Newman (FRS 1939) , theory of groups from Philip Hall (FRS 1942) , theory of numbers from Albert Ingham (FRS 1945) , differential geometry from Frank Ramsey (and electricity from his father, Arthur Ramsey), as well as celestial mechanics from George Birtwistle, and the theory of relativity. Perhaps from academic stress, Coxeter developed a duodenal ulcer, making him a possible muse for a poem published in the Trinity yearbook the year he was a fresher, entitled 'A simple story': 'A Trinity mathematician/Would not take sufficient nutrition,/Til his bedder one day/Threw his text-books away,/And he's now in the pink of condition.' A strict vegetarian diet cured Coxeter, a regime he was to maintain for both digestive and ethical reasons for his entire life. Throughout the ordeal he lost a lot of weight, leaving him a small linear man of a geometer. At one point, Coxeter's condition was so grave that his mother came to check on him and stayed the night, purportedly making her the only woman, save Queen Victoria, to sleep in residence at Trinity. The only other evidence of Coxeter in the Trinity yearbook was reported in 1928 by the Magpie and Stump debating club: '…we have two veteran new members, Mr. J. A. Todd, who is too funny for words, and Mr. H. S. M. Coxeter, who is always very good and unintelligible, but terribly brief'.
Coxeter's list of 'sympathetic and helpful' colleagues during his studies included Todd, a later collaborator, as well as Paul Dirac (FRS 1930) , Laurence C. Young, H. D. Ursell, Donald Sadler, J. C. P. Miller (with whom he published The Uniform Polyhedra (14), on which work began at Trinity; this was also coauthored by Michael Longuet-Higgins (FRS
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Biographical Memoirs Figure 1 . The skew polyhedra, or regular sponges, discovered by Petrie (top and bottom left), and Coxeter (bottom right). The black areas are considered holes. (Kindly provided by J. R. Gott III.) 1963)), Harold Davenport (FRS 1940) , and his closest friend and collaborator, Patrick Du Val (with whom he published The fifty-nine icosahedra (9) , again a work that commenced at Trinity, and also co-authored by H. T. Flather and John Petrie). Coxeter managed his undergraduate degree without difficulty, receiving first-class honours and Senior Wrangler status on the Tripos. In 1928 he was awarded a research scholarship, and after a trip to Vienna during his summer holiday, where he encountered the work of Ludwig Schläfli, he returned to Trinity the following year. Schläfli (1901) is known for his discovery of regular polytopes and honeycombs in higher dimensions and for his notation of the regular solids, which was modified slightly by Coxeter and Salomon Levi Van Oss. In Euclidean space, a regular polyhedron is denoted by {p, q}, with p giving the shape of each face and q the arrangement of faces at each vertex. Schäfli's work book-ended Coxeter's career, figuring both into his PhD dissertation and his last paper delivered in Budapest (24) .
Back at Cambridge, Coxeter set about his PhD with Henry F. Baker FRS as his advisor. 'You always had to respect Baker', Coxeter once remarked. 'I kept him on a high pedestal and never thought of him as a contemporary. I thought of him as a God.' He added, however, 'There were things, such as the polytope theory I was doing, that even he didn't understand.' Every Saturday morning, Coxeter cycled to Baker's house to discuss his work, and in the afternoon he attended Baker's famed tea parties. Although Baker gathered in these settings a group of geometers infected by his enthusiasm and forward vision, Coxeter recalled, 'Baker was not very inspiring as a lecturer. He went on steadily. I was apt to find it a little bit dry. One time I was asleep and then suddenly awake and heard Baker say, "I see Coxeter is asleep." That was a bit embarrassing.' At Baker's high-powered research seminars, softened by the niceties of tea and biscuits, attendees including Du Val, Todd, Room, Jack Semple, William (later Sir William) Hodge (FRS 1938) and William Edge, discussed their latest results and welcomed feedback. Coxeter presented ideas that led to his paper 'The pure Archimedean polytopes in six and seven dimensions', published in the Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society in 1927 (2). Baker also helped Coxeter get his next paper into shape: 'The polytopes with regular-prismatic vertex figures, Part I', published in Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society series A in 1930 (3) (Coxeter credited Baker for his scrupulous attentions to notations and references; the latter evolved into Coxeter's trademark appreciation for the predecessors of his field, which he often illuminated with his 'historical remarks').
On another occasion when Coxeter's turn came up at Baker's tea party, he invited his 'Aunt Alice', more widely known as Alicia Boole Stott, to deliver a joint lecture. Coxeter had been introduced to Aunt Alice by her nephew, Sir Geoffrey Ingram Taylor FRS, a fellow in applied mathematics at Trinity and a good friend of Coxeter's. Stott was a 'housewife' geometer 47 years Coxeter's senior, and a great soulmate on the subject of polytopes. Coxeter credited Stott for introducing the word 'polytope' to the English language in about 1902. She is known for having discovered a great variety of uniform polytopes (Stott 1910) . When Stott made her appearance as Coxeter's guest at the tea party, she brought along a set of her exquisite polytope models and donated them to the department for permanent exhibit (they currently reside at the Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical Sciences). Stott was Coxeter's geometric sounding board, with whom he shared the progression of his work. Coxeter, for example, had a set of kaleidoscopes custom made, tents of mirrors roughly 24 inches across and 12 inches tall, to facilitate his investigation of polytopes and their groups generated by reflections (figure 2) (August Möbius, more famous for his twisted strip, first studied the practice of using mirrors to generate the Platonic solids in 1852.) 'I can't tell you how thrilled I am at the thought of seeing your magic mirrors!' Stott exclaimed in a letter. Coxeter's kaleidoscopes became his prized possessions, and he tended to them with loving care: 'improved mirrors', he noted in his diary; 'fixed mirrors'; 'made gadgets for mirrors'.
In 1931, the year in which Godfrey H. Hardy returned to Trinity from Oxford, Coxeter was one of four individuals named a Trinity Fellow, and he completed his PhD, with illustrations inked by John Petrie. Coxeter never considered himself particularly adept at making diagrams or models, and always was on the lookout for people to assist him with these tasks; similarly, in later years, when paper and pencil would not suffice for calculations and a computer was necessary, Coxeter-who never used such a machine, disapproving as he was of the attention they drew away from pure mathematics-enlisted the likes of John Leech, Abraham Sinkov and Neil Sloane (his computer illiteracy notwithstanding, the Mathematics Department Internet server at the University of Toronto was named coxeter@coxeter.math.toronto.edu in his honour). Coxeter entitled his PhD 'Some contributions to the study of regular polytopes', which won the coveted Smith's prize. The introduction suggests Hardy's influence, when Coxeter expresses a mathematician's appreciation for beauty, stating:
Although it is unnecessary, from a practical point of view, to consider regular skew polygons of more than five dimensions, the human weakness of a mathematician compels him to examine the general case, although the
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Biographical Memoirs Figure 2 . Map of the regular dodecahedron on the sphere, generated by mirrors of an icosahedral kaleidoscope and indicating the axes of rotational symmetry. (Kindly provided by Seymour Schuster.) trigonometry involved is extraordinarily complicated.… The only excuse for this part of the work must be its intrinsic beauty.
Coxeter's early work also benefited from his friendship with Gilbert de Beauregard Robinson, a Torontonian by birth, who attended Trinity. Robinson introduced Coxeter to Willem A. Wythoff's construction, which comprised chapter 14 of Coxeter's fellowship dissertation, 'Metrical properties of uniform polytopes', and was used in chapter 15 in an attempt to classify convex uniform polytopes. This construction was first performed by Wythoff for a 600-cell (figure 3) and later generalized by Robinson.
For the academic years 1932/33 and 1934/35 Coxeter was allowed, by a special decree from the Trinity College council, to take a leave from his Trinity fellowship when he was awarded research fellowships at Princeton. The first stint was as a Rockefeller Fellow, a position for which he was invited to apply by Solomon Lefschetz (ForMemRS 1961). Coxeter's Rockefeller personal information card indicated that he came to Princeton ostensibly to study with Oswald Veblen, who served as his director of studies. 'Veblen left me very free to do my own thing', recalled Coxeter. 'I went to him early on and said, "What do you expect me to do?" And he said, "Just be yourself".' Coxeter was appointed treasurer of the Fine Hall tea club and was charged with the task of 'collecting one dollar from each of about forty unwilling professors and students'. When not socializing in the common room over tea and games, he attended lectures by Veblen and many others, including the logician Alonzo Church, whom Coxeter preferred to logician and philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein. At Cambridge, however, Wittgenstein had selected Coxeter as one of the six pupils to whom he was willing to lecture in his seminar on the philosophy of mathematics. And when Wittgenstein complained that the lecture room was too formal, Coxeter offered the sitting room in his suite, at that time in Great Court, as an alternative. Coxeter and Wittgenstein also socialized a little. 'I had tea with Wittgenstein yesterday', Coxeter wrote home in a letter. 'He talked very interestingly about blindness and deafness, and why you get seasick on a camel but not on a horse', adding in conclusion, 'He doesn't seem any more abnormal than before'. But Wittgenstein's seminar itself was not to Coxeter's taste:
I thought it was nonsense. It didn't appeal to me at all. The only thing I remember of his work was that his book Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus [Wittgenstein (1921) ] began with 'The world is everything that is the case', and ended with the famous sentence, 'Whereof one cannot speak one must remain silent'.
Coxeter dropped Wittgenstein's class to pursue his own research. Nonetheless, Wittgenstein continued to use Coxeter's sitting room.
At Princeton, Coxeter attended lectures by Joseph Wedderburn FRS, John Von Neumann, Henri Frederic Bohnenblust (for some extracurricular activity, he and Bohnenblust enrolled for tango lessons), Eugene Paul Wigner (ForMemRS 1970), George Pólya, L. P. Eisenhart, and James Alexander (he also attended Alexander's notoriously wild parties and briefly dated his daughter Irina). During these heady days Coxeter experienced 'a steady supply of ideas too plentiful to address'. At the same time, he confessed in a letter to his father that polytopes were 'an anathema in America'. Lefschetz nicknamed him 'Mr Polytope' and commented, after a lecture Coxeter gave on his research, 'It is good to talk about trivial things occasionally'. Undeterred, his work with polytopes went well at Princeton. Of his steady supply of ideas, one was important enough to record in his diary. 
than or equal to 3 (with a convention that label 3 is omitted) or with the symbol infinity. The label under the edge connecting two vertices of the graph indicates the order of the product of the corresponding generators.
Coxeter wrote a letter home to Aunt Alice, someone who would appreciate his invention. He also wrote a long paper outlining his results, lending it to Pólya to review. When Coxeter departed at the end of his fellowship, he left with Lefschetz the manuscript, 'Discrete groups generated by reflections' for publication in Annals of Mathematics (5).
Coxeter recalled that, as he was leaving Princeton, Veblen said he had 'liked having me to an unusual extent and wished I were staying another year. I felt a little inclined to reply, "If you had said that earlier, I might have arranged to stay".' Coxeter was not back at Trinity long, however, before he had planned his return to Princeton. On the recommendation of his friend and fellow Trinity Fellow Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar (FRS 1944) , Coxeter arranged for an Eliza Proctor fellowship, allowing him another year at Princeton in 1934/35 (and Patrick Du Val also went this year, as a Rockefeller Fellow). By then, Albert Einstein ForMemRS was on campus, and Emmy Noether was a frequent visitor-in 1915 Noether had made one of most remarkable contributions to human knowledge in a theorem pertaining to symmetry and derived from Einstein's insights, known as Noether's Theorem. Informally it can be stated as such: for every symmetry in the laws of physics, there must exist a conservation law; if there is symmetry, something is conserved.
However, Coxeter's most productive interaction during his second Princeton stint was with Hermann Weyl (ForMemRS 1936) . 'Weyl was in a rather different field', recalled Coxeter, 'but his field had a rather unexpected connection to my own field and that turned out to be really interesting.' Weyl and Coxeter's interests intersected with Coxeter's kaleidoscopes, or groups generated by reflections. 'These things had been done by a very famous French geometer a little earlier, Elie Cartan', recalled Coxeter. Cartan (ForMemRS 1947) was known for his contribution to Lie algebras and continuous groups. 'Weyl was one of his disciples', said Coxeter, 'and saw that the things I was doing were very nearly the things he was doing.' Weyl gave a seminar that year on 'the structure and representation of continuous groups'. Coxeter was a regular. Weyl enlisted him to take the official notes for the course. Nearing the final third of the term, when Weyl gave his seminar over to the more general realm of 'various topics in group theory', he invited Coxeter to discuss his groups generated by reflections. Coxeter took over five of Weyl's seminars in total. And after the course concluded, Weyl included Coxeter's contribution in the official published notes of his seminar (Weyl 1935) . 'I got a lot of encouragement from Weyl', Coxeter said. 'That was a very nice interaction.' Weyl's swan song was his book Symmetry (Weyl 1952) , which Coxeter valued immensely, his copy becoming wellannotated with his pencil markings in the margins.
Coxeter will be best remembered for this work on regular polytopes and reflection groups. This line of research, investigating the groups of symmetries of regular polytopes, had been inspired initially by a fellow student, J. A. Todd, and the two later had a joint paper on the subject (7). For Coxeter this led to a systematic study of the reflection groups. By the mid-1930s he had finished a series of papers giving the complete classification of discrete groups generated by reflections (finite and infinite) in spherical and Euclidean spaces (4-6). This line of investigation became an enduring passion. During his second year at Princeton, Coxeter began another fruitful association, updating W. W. Rouse Ball's Mathematical recreations and essays (23) . That the book should be passed on to Coxeter made him heir to a mathematical classic. And the ancestry fitted: one of Ball's tutees at Cambridge, in 1903, was Littlewood, and because Littlewood had directed Coxeter's undergraduate studies Coxeter could legitimately be regarded as Ball's grand-student. Coxeter delivered the news home to his father, clearly delighted to have been chosen: Did I tell you that I have undertaken to edit … Rouse Ball's Recreations and Essays? It was Hardy who proposed me as the man to do it. I think it will be fun, and familiarity with the sort of stuff that it contains cannot fail to be an advantage to a teacher (if such I am to be)….
Updating the book for the 11th edition, Coxeter of course included a chapter on polytopes, and commissioned the Connecticut-based modelmaker Paul Donchian, whom he had met while in America, to provide photographic plates of his wire polytope models for illustrations (figure 5).
The year 1935 was something of a crossroads for Coxeter. As he neared the end of his time at Princeton, it was apparent that no job offer would present itself. Veblen made generous offers of employment to many German academic refugees and in doing so was already criticized for taking jobs away from Americans. Coxeter made the most of his remaining months at Princeton, delivering the last of his five lectures to Weyl's seminar. His diary entry one day was simply, 'Drawing circles', and on another, 'Drew some more circles', and on another, 'Got up early to draw (4,6) triangles'. He exclaimed to himself, 'I have overworked this week!' and stayed in bed the next day reading W. Somerset Maugham's Cakes and ale. He made numerous jaunts into New York: to an exhibit at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, to drive Du Val to have a tooth extracted (he skidded and dented the fender of another car along the way; Coxeter was a notoriously reckless driver). He went in for a magicians' meeting, and for the annual gathering of the American Mathematical Society, after which Du Val took him to see some burlesque. On 14 June, Veblen told Coxeter that he was 'the best-liked Englishman who has come to Princeton', and two weeks later Coxeter set sail back to England to complete his Trinity fellowship.
Shortly after settling back in at Trinity, he received a job offer-an assistant professorship at the University of Toronto. Gilbert de Beauregard Robinson was behind the offer, which was officially made by the head of the Mathematics Department, Samuel Beatty. When Coxeter was at Princeton, Robinson had arranged for him to visit Toronto and give a guest lecture, which, as Coxeter surmised, was apparently well liked. Coxeter was uncertain about accepting the position at Toronto. He had recently been appointed as a lecturer at Trinity; perhaps a professorship was in the offing. And he certainly preferred to remain in England. So he declined the Toronto position. In all of England, however, there was only one plum spot coming vacant in his field: the Lowndean Chair of Astronomy and Geometry at Cambridge, from which Baker was due to retire. Coxeter composed his letter of application and submitted it in January 1936. The Cambridge professorial elections were held on 28 February. Coxeter lost out on the Lowndean Chair, defeated by William Hodge, winner of Cambridge's Adams Prize. The Adams Prize competition (this time set in 1934 and awarded in 1936), had never before, since its inception in 1848, been on a geometrical topic; usually it addressed natural philosophy or physics. The question called for an advance in existing geometrical theory. Coxeter's groups generated by reflections would have qualified. The archives at St John's College at Cambridge, which gives out the Adams Prize, did not record the names of the also-rans. Coxeter either did not apply for the Adams Prize or did not win; no matter which. The net effect was that he was at a disadvantage in competing with Hodge for the Lowndean Chair, the one job in geometry in England (apart from the job that Mary Cartwright (FRS 1947) was awarded in the same year, as director of studies in mathematics at the all-female Girton College).
Coxeter thus reconsidered the offer from Toronto. His father admitted that with the change in circumstances, the balance seemed to favour that he go. 'I see that it would add to your prestige later on when a suitable position in England turns up', he said. 'I get the sense that in some ways England is asleep or sitting on the top of a shaky pedestal. But the whole world seems to be shaky too and without firm foundation.…' Hardy concurred with a telegram: 'Reluctantly agree you better go this year.' And after talking it through with Baker over dinner, Coxeter informed him a while later of his nearly final decision to go. Baker wrote to say, 'I could not have dissuaded you from going to Toronto. Many good men have begun away from England; Europe seems now to be mad; and anyway, Toronto is an inspiring place. I hope you will, from time to time, write a description of your life at Toronto'. Coxeter sent Beatty a telegram: 'May I accept after all?'
In May of the same year, Coxeter proposed (in a graveyard) to Hendrina (Rien) Brouwer, 'an attractive Dutch girl', as Coxeter described her in his diary, who was living near his mother in Much Hadham, working as an au pair. The wedding was set for the Round Church in Cambridge, on 1 September. As a stag party of sorts Coxeter attended the International Congress of Mathematicians in Oslo, Norway, with his father (Coxeter liked to recall how his father, a wilder spirit than he, stripped down to nothing and stood on the passenger seat to enjoy the wind while Coxeter drove through the mountains). There he met his lifelong friend John L. Synge (FRS 1943) , who had recently established the department of Applied Mathematics at the University of Toronto; Coxeter became especially fond of Synge's book Kandelman's Krim (Synge 1957) , which he plundered liberally for chapter epigraphs, such as: '"The northern ocean is beautiful", said the Orc, "and beautiful the delicate intricacy of the snowflake before it melts and perishes, but such beauties are as nothing to him who delights in numbers, spurning alike the wild irrationality of life and the baffling complexities of nature's laws."' Coxeter returned from Oslo at the end of July and 'felt overpowered with things to do'. There were mere weeks to prepare for the wedding and his imminent departure for Canada. On 15 August he received a wire from his stepmother, Katie Garbler, with the tragic news that his father had suffered a heart attack and drowned while on holiday at the seaside with Katie and their three daughters. Days after the funeral Coxeter and Rien decided to marry early, to cut short the painful waiting period. Congratulations and condolences arrived simultaneously. Aunt Alice exclaimed in her note:
My dear! I don't know how to write to you-words seem so futile beside so great a separation! But indeed one can rejoice, for [your father's] sake, that it happened so.... While I have been writing my mind has gone back to the lovely world we have visited together, and which you have made so much your own. I wonder where you will get to in it! How I wish I could follow.
Coxeter did his final packing up at Cambridge, delivered tips to the bedder and porter and the high table staff, parted from his family 'without sentimentality' and sailed with his bride for Toronto, on 3 September aboard the Duchess of Richmond.
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO AND THE COXETER OEUVRE
Seven years passed at the University of Toronto before Coxeter rose from the rank of assistant professor to associate, another five before he received tenure as a full-fledged member of faculty. 'I felt like the patriarch Jacob', he once joked about his time served, 'working seven years In 1948, Coxeter had at long last been made a professor-along with it came a choice office in the middle of the tower of University College-and he was made a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada. More importantly, in that same year, Coxeter published his masterpiece on polytopes, the culmination of 24 years of work. He called it simply Regular polytopes (11). This work cemented Coxeter's reputation. It was a time-honoured classic that many a mathematician has come to call their 'Bible', while others described it as the modernday sequel to Euclid's Elements. Two decades later, a group generated by involutions and defined by relations specifying the period of the products of all pairs of generators was named a 'Coxeter group' in the volume by N. Bourbaki on Lie algebras (Bourbaki 1968) . The Coxeter graph (the terms Coxeter matrix and Coxeter number were also coined by Bourbaki) corresponds to a Coxeter group. These graphs also came to be called Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams, because, as Coxeter was delighted to learn, mathematician Eugene B. Dynkin, then at Moscow University and now at Cornell University, had made the same discovery independently a while after Coxeter (Dynkin 1946) . Coxeter greeted the news cordially rather than competitively and he particularly liked Dynkin's explanation of the confluence: 'It is striking that my notation turned out to be so similar to yours. This probably shows how natural these notations are.' After Coxeter's death, Branko Grünbaum declared that Regular polytopes was 'possibly one of the most quoted geometry texts of the century' (Ellers et al. 2003) ; Marjorie Senechal summarized its merits by stating, '[Regular polytopes] tugs us upward through the thickets and wickets of higher dimensions so deftly and delightfully that we (almost) feel at home there'. Coxeter's influence on the study of polytopes is recognized by Peter McMullen and Egon Schulte in Abstract regular polytopes (McMullen & Schulte 2002) , the most comprehensive and up-to-date book on the subject. It is dedicated 'To Donald Coxeter, a constant inspiration.'
Coxeter's wider fan base might argue that his masterpiece was the popularizing classic Introduction to geometry, published in 1961 (17). As Coxeter stated in the preface 'The unifying thread that runs through the whole work'-and indeed one could extrapolate to say his entire life and career-'is … in a single word, symmetry'. A librarian at the University of Toronto once attested this was the most frequently stolen book from the mathematics library. The contents of Introduction to geometry were drawn from a series of lectures that Coxeter delivered in the summer of 1957, when he was invited by the American Mathematical Association to be a 'roving lecturer', as he described it, touring twenty universities and organizations (this was part of the National Science Foundation's 'Summer Institutes' for high school teachers). This was classic Coxeter, serving as geometry's apostle; even into his 90s he accepted invitations to speak internationally, especially to young students on topics such as 'the arrangement of trees in an orchard', including two appearances at the Canada/USA Mathcamp. Coxeter's assistant on the 1957 American road trip was William Moser (one of Coxeter's 17 PhD students; the coincidence was not lost on Coxeter that there were also 17 two-dimensional crystallographic groups), with whom he wrote Generators and relations for discrete groups (15). (Coxeter liked to recount how this book was mis-catalogued and errantly shelved in the genealogy section of the University of Toronto library.) Coxeter stated his missionary purpose in writing Introduction to geometry in the preface: 'For the last thirty or forty years, most Americans have somehow lost interest in geometry. The present book constitutes an attempt to revitalize this sadly neglected subject. ' Indeed, mathematics in the twentieth century was characterized by a penchant for the abstract and algebraic, a trend epitomized by the popularity of Bourbaki. But Coxeter's Introduction to geometry was largely successful in meeting its mandate. Coxeter was heralded as 'the man who saved classical geometry from near extinction' (figure 6), or at least the man who preserved the discipline until a renaissance of sorts took hold in the 1970s, driven also by the advent of the computer and its capacity for producing accurate visual geometric renderings with computerized graphics. Introduction to geometry was translated into six languagesJapanese, Russian, Polish, Spanish, Hungarian and German. Coxeter's favourite title was that given to the German edition: Unvergangliche Geometrie, which translates to 'everlasting geometry', or 'geometry that survives everything'.
Coxeter himself considered his masterpiece to be Regular complex polytopes (RCP), published in 1974 (22) . This book was inspired in part by his collaboration with Geoffrey C. Shephard, beginning in 1951 when Coxeter served as the external examiner of Shephard's dissertation, the findings of which were later published (Shephard 1952) . More than two decades later, Coxeter's RCP was published. The book was too large to fit on any standard bookshelf; Coxeter insisted on the large coffee-table format so as to accommodate the intricately handdrawn fine-line illustrations by Peter McMullen, which lost their beautiful detail if printed any smaller. In comparing this book with its sequel, Coxeter said: 'Its relationship to my earlier Regular polytopes resembles that of Through the looking glass to Alice's adventures in Wonderland'-this piece of literature being one of Coxeter's favourites, for its rational nonsense.
The sequel is more profound.… I have made an attempt to construct the book like a Bruckner symphony, with crescendos and climaxes, little foretastes of pleasure to come, and abundant cross-references. The geometric, algebraic, and group-theoretic aspects of the subject are interwoven like different sections of an orchestra.
Other important contributions include Coxeter's work in inversive geometry, exploring its connection to hyperbolic geometry. He wrote a book on non-Euclidean geometry in 1942 (10). His interest in discrete groups generated by involutions naturally led him to investigate reflection groups in hyperbolic spaces. This led to his paper with G. J. Whitrow (13), listing all 15 honeycombs of the hyperbolic 3-space. He was among the first to move from 'real' to combinatorial geometry. Coxeter also worked on extreme quadratic forms, and sphere-packings, the latter influencing Gordon Lang's groundbreaking work with modem technology; many contributions in this and other areas can be found in Sphere packings, lattices and groups (Conway & Slone 1988) . His interest in projective geometry gave direction to several PhD dissertations and amounted to two books: The real projective plane in 1949 (12), followed by Projective geometry in 1963 (18).
Coxeter also inspired and influenced many outside the field of pure geometry. His Coxeter groups have transcended their geometric origin, providing another bridge to algebra, and broaching virtually all mathematical realms-they have been said to now be part of the mathematical substrate, the air we breathe, and almost as essential as numbers themselves. His Coxeter groups are also making unexpected appearances in string theory research, as pertaining to Einstein's theory of gravity and the investigation of infinitesimally small 11-dimensional supersymmetric particles (Damour & Henneaux 2001; Damour et al. 2002 Damour et al. , 2003 . To name only two other areas of application, the prototype of Coxeter groups provided a template in giant fullerenes research stemming from the Nobel Prize-winning discovery of C 60 (Kroto 1992) . Buckminster Fuller was also a great admirer, dedicating his book Synergetics, explorations in the geometry of thinking (1975) to Coxeter with this high praise: 'By virtue of his extraordinary life's work in mathematics, Dr. Coxeter is the geometer of our bestirring twentieth century, the spontaneously acclaimed terrestrial curator of the historical inventory of the science of pattern analysis.' Reciprocally, Coxeter was a great admirer of Buckminster Fuller's geodesic domes, but he was at once skeptical about Fuller's methods and the liberties he took in appropriating geometry for his polymath purposes.
'COXETERING' WITH M. C. ESCHER AND OTHER ARTISTS
The Dutch artist M. C. Escher, too, considered Coxeter his muse, for his Circle Limit drawings. Escher had mastered his regular division of the plane, with fishes and birds and lizards and the like covering the flat Euclidean plane like a jigsaw puzzle. But he was not happy with how this portrayal of infinity stopped so abruptly at the edge of a print. He had long been looking for a way to portray infinity more convincingly, and often ruminated on its philosophical nuances (Escher 1989) .
Coxeter first encountered the artist's work in 1954 at the International Congress of Mathematicians, where Escher had been invited to speak and exhibit. From that intersection the two men began collaborating, after a fashion, their methodologies being somewhat at odds. Coxeter wrote to Escher to ask whether he could reprint one of his regular division drawings in a paper he was preparing on symmetry (16) . When Coxeter sent a copy of the published paper as thanks, Escher was happy enough to see his print, but even happier to stumble upon one of Coxeter's diagrams (figure 7).
Escher wrote to Coxeter, saying:
Though the text of your article on 'Crystal Symmetry and its Generalizations' is much too learned for a simple, self-made plane pattern man like me, some of the illustrations, and especially Figure 7 , gave me quite a shock. Since a long time I am interested in patterns with 'motives' [motifs] getting smaller and smaller till they reach the limit of infinite smallness.
Coxeter's Figure 7 was a tessellation of the hyperbolic plane, which for Escher exhibited a more compelling view of infinity. Escher worked over the figure, tracing it and trying to construct a scaffolding of sorts so he could reproduce and create his own interpretation, in what became Circle Limit III. Thereafter, when he was working the Circle Limits, Escher was known to make Coxeter into a verb, saying, 'I did some Coxetering today'. Coxeter, in turn, wrote several papers and delivered several lectures analysing Escher's unschooled 'geometrical intuition', the first paper being published as part of a catalogue for a retrospective Escher exhibition in 1968 (19) . Escher called Coxeter's advanced mathematical analysis of his work 'hocus pocus' and understood not a word of it. The notion of geometrical intuition is what Coxeter and Escher held in common; whereas Escher worked mathematically in an intuitive manner (figure 8), Coxeter as a mathematician worked artistically. 'I'm like any artist', he once said. 'It just happens the obsession that fills my mind is shapes and patterns'. Two other artists with whom Coxeter engaged were the English sculptor John Robinson, who professed similar mathematical ignorance but nonetheless produced geometrically inspired works, and George Odom, from Poughkeepsie, New York, an amateur geometer known for his discoveries pertaining to the golden section, which Coxeter helped him to publish (Odom 1983) .
AFTERMATH
There was hardly a day in Coxeter's life on which he did not engage in his passion. At the age of 94 years he travelled to Banff, Alberta, to deliver the last of several talks on Escher at the Aspects of Symmetry Conference honouring Robert Moody. Moody had been a student of Coxeter's, and in proposing Coxeter for an honorary degree from York University, stated:
Modern science is often driven by fads and fashions, and mathematics is no exception. Coxeter's style, I would say, is singularly unfashionable. He is guided, I think, almost completely by a profound sense of what is beautiful.
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Biographical Memoirs Coxeter's longtime friend Freeman Dyson FRS, at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, also gave a nod to Coxeter's unique style in his ode to 'Unfashionable pursuits', a talk that he delivered at the Institute and subsequently published (Dyson 1992 College wondered aloud why this honour had been so long in coming. Had it arrived earlier, Coxeter mused that he might very well have taken the opportunity to return to England and pass the remainder of his days at Trinity. And at the age of 95 years, in the summer of 2002, Coxeter made his last trip out into the world, a world which by the classical definition of geometry he had spent nearly the entire past century measuring. He travelled to Budapest to deliver the opening lecture of the János Bolyai Conference on Hyperbolic Geometry. After devotedly attending to his wife's declining health due to Alzheimer's and mourning her death in 1999, Coxeter had reinstated his international itinerary of conferences, with the assistance of his travelmate, his daughter Susan (Coxeter) Thomas. The conference participants might have expected the old man Coxeter to reminisce during his talk, providing an autobiographical synopsis of his career, but instead he presented a relevant and insightful lecture, 'An absolute property of four mutually tangent circles' (24). At the end of his talk, Susan gave her evaluation (neither she, a nurse, nor her brother Edgar, a minister, had inherited their father's inclination for mathematics). 'To think', she said,
we've come all this way to talk about circles touching circles when there are so many more important things going on in the world. Dad would hate to be equated with Elvis Presley, but Elvis gave people some moments of joy, happiness, inspiration. And if that's what Dad's work does for these people, that's wonderful. Personally, I get more from Elvis Presley.
John Conway FRS, considered by some as Coxeter's spiritual successor-they collaborated on two papers (20, 21 )-provided another perspective at Coxeter's 95th birthday celebration, held at the Fields Institute in Toronto. A sculpture of a 120-cell hyperdodecahedron by the artist Marc Pelletier, of Boulder, Colorado, was unveiled atop a helical staircase, followed by Conway's lecture. 'My aim is to try to tell Donald Coxeter something about polytopes that he doesn't already know. I'm not at all confident that I can pull it off. But I am going to try', Conway said, trying to reassure his old mentor that the impact of the Coxeter oeuvre was enduring. After doing so, Conway concluded on a more sentimental and philosophical note. 'I'm one of the greatest Coxeter lovers', he said;
Coxeter has a certain way with presentation that is elegant and carries the reader along. With math what you're doing is trying to prove something and that can get very complicated and ugly. Coxeter always manages to do it clearly and concisely, with beauty. He kept a little flame of geometry alive by doing such beautiful works. There is quotation from Walter Pater's book, The Renaissance. Pater was describing art and poetry. He refers to a hard, gem-like flame: 'To burn always with this hard, gem-like flame, to maintain this ecstasy, is success in life.' Somehow that always makes me think of Donald Coxeter.
